AAFG Action Shotgun Match Course of Fire
Six stages, all Vickers Scoring, 46 rounds minimum, 100 rounds recommended. The match will
be run with a shotgun of 12 gauge or smaller, using #7.5, #8 or #9 lead birdshot per AAFG range
regulations. Divisions are Pump Action, Semi-Automatic and Open. Open guns may have
detachable magazines and optics. Other divisions have magazine tubes and iron sights.
All shotguns will start each stage loaded with a maximum of 5 rounds in the gun. Shooters carry
10 spare rounds at the start of each string of fire. Spare ammo may be loaded in magazines in
the Open Division. Speed loaders are not permitted, but belt ammo carriers are permitted.
IDPA commands and scoring will be used in the match. Guns must be brought to the line in a
case and taken off the line in a case. Guns will be uncased only to run a stage or be examined in
the designated safe area.

Bay 1 Stages

Stage 1, Right Side
String 1: Start at P1 with gun in the tuck position at low ready. On signal knock down 2 steel
poppers using the tuck shooting position.
String 2: Start at P1 with gun in the tuck position at low ready. On signal knock down 3 steel
poppers using the tuck shooting position, while advancing.
String 3: Start at P2 with gun in the tuck position at low ready. On signal knock down 3 steel
poppers using the tuck shooting position, while retreating.

Stage 2, Left Side
Start at P3 with gun at low ready. On signal engage T1 while advancing and T2-T6 in tactical
priority. Engage T4-T6 through the barrel.
Score hits on the piece of paper attached to the target. If any shot hits the paper, the target is
scored down zero, otherwise the target is scored down 5 and a Failure to Neutralize penalty is
assessed.
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Bay 1 Setup and Scoring Notes

Set up Bay 1 as shown. Start with the arrays of barrels on the left side of the bay and finish with
the large steel poppers on the right.
For Stage 1, set up P1 and P2 in front of the third popper from the right. Angle the four
rightmost poppers 10 degrees towards the center of the bay in order to deflect shot ricochets
away from the shooter. Birdshot hits on these poppers from 15' will ricochet approximately 5' to
the left of the shooter, if the poppers are angled properly. Angling the poppers, combined with
our use of lead birdshot, allows us to engage the poppers at a closer range than would be
considered safe for a pistol competition.
For Stage 2, the shooter should be able to see only T1 from P3. T4-T6 should be visible through
the barrel only. T1-T6 should be clipped onto 3' tall stakes using large paper clips. Change
paper for every shooter and be ready to change IDPA targets as needed.
Mark P1, P2 and P3 with small safety cones and muzzle safe points with large safety cones.
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Bay 2 Stages

Stage 3, Texas Star
Start at P1 or P2, gun loaded with 5 rounds at the low ready. On signal traverse between P1 and
P2, engaging the Texas Star target while moving. All shots must be taken while moving.

Stage 4, Plate Rack
String 1: Start at P3, gun loaded with 5 rounds and shouldered at the low ready. On signal
engage the plates on the plate rack.
String 2: Start at P3, gun loaded with 5 rounds and shouldered on your weak hand side at the
low ready. On signal engage the plates on the plate rack, firing from the weak side shoulder with
your weak hand on the trigger.
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Bay 2 Setup and Scoring Notes

Set up Bay 2 as shown. Place the Texas Star target in the middle of the bay and the plate rack to
its immediate left. Center P3 on the plate rack and P1 and P2 on the Texas Star.
Mark P1, P2 and P3 with small safety cones and muzzle safe points with large safety cones.
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Bay 3 Stages

Stage 5, Right Side
Start at P1, behind the barrier, facing downrange, gun loaded with 5 rounds and at the low ready.
On signal engage one clay from each side of the barrier. Advance to the barrier at P2 and engage
one clay from each side of that barrier. Then advance to P3 and engage one clay from each side
of that barrier.

Stage 6, Left Side
Start at P4, facing downrange, gun loaded with 5 rounds and at the low ready. On signal engage
three small poppers while standing, followed by three small poppers while kneeling, and lastly
three small poppers while prone.
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Bay 3 Setup and Scoring Notes

Set up Bay 3 as shown.
For Stage 5, make sure that 3 clays are visible from each side of each barrier. Set up the clay
holders on the berm.
Mark P4 with a small safety cone and muzzle safe points with large safety cones.
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